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Fabo, Jancokova, Kempf and Pastor (2021) provide the first comparison of the effects of QE 

reported by central bank1 and academic researchers. They find that central bank researchers 

report larger inflation and output effects of QE than researchers in academia. Central bank 

researchers are more likely to report significant results, derive a career benefit from their 

work and use more positive language to describe their findings. In other words central bankers 

seem to be parti pris. The underlying tool used by Fabo et al (2021) is OLS regression and our 

concern is that this approach may lead to distortions when applied to data sets with outliers. 

This problem is not avoided by the use of robust standard errors.  

We show that the residuals of most of their regressions have values of skewness and kurtosis 

which are inconsistent with a standard Gaussian distribution. Applying the OLS estimator in 

these circumstances can lead to biased estimates of statistical significance. We revisit their 

analysis with regression estimators which are robust to residuals with a non-Gaussian 

distribution. Once these estimators are adopted, the null hypothesis that central bank and 

academic researchers report the same inflation and output effects of QE cannot be rejected in 

most specifications.  Their findings on sentiment and career progression are, however, shown 

to be robust.  

 
1 Our paper (Weale and Wieladek, 2016) was published while we worked at the Bank of England and is included in the 

study by Fabo et al. (2021). Haldane et al (2016) and Wieladek et al (2016) are included papers written by Tomasz 

Wieladek. 
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Fabo et al. (2021) collect the output and inflation effects of QE from 54 different studies of QE. 

They also collect information on the authors’ affiliations, their experience and career 

outcomes. All of their data are provided in appendix A of their paper, a very high degree of 

transparency by any standard. We are able to replicate the summary statistics table of their 

paper. All the statistics match those reported in their paper2. However, the fourth moment, 

kurtosis takes some values quite incompatible with the normal distribution. This means that 

these variables are lepto-kurtic- that is they have much fatter tails, with higher probability of 

outliers, than would be expected from a normal distribution. Of course, what matters is 

whether the lepto-kurtic nature of the dependent variables translates into lepto-kurtic (non-

Gaussian) residuals. This is what we investigate. 

There are three types of outliers which can affect both the estimate and inference in the 

standard OLS regression framework (see Rousseeuw and Leroy (2003) for more detail). Good 

leverage points are outliers which are on the regression line, but far away relative to all the 

other observations. Good leverage points affect only inference and not OLS estimates. On the 

other hand, observations, which are away from the regression line in y space only, referred to 

as vertical outliers, affect OLS estimates. Similarly, observations which are outliers in x space, 

referred to as bad leverage points, affect OLS estimates as well. 

The issue is visible in figure 1 where we show cross plots of central bank affiliation against the 

effects of QE for the variables we consider in this blog. Large vertical outliers are all associated 

with a fairly high degree of central bank affiliation- we do not see any for data points 

associated with low central bank affiliation. Our point is not that these are irrelevant to the 

estimation of the effect but rather that, unless they are addressed they distort conclusions 

about the significance of the relationship between central bank affiliation and the effects of QE 

on the variables in question.                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

 
2 With one very slight difference that we attribute to rounding. 
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Figure 1. 

Edgeworth (1887) provided a means of addressing outliers which affect OLS estimates, by 

introducing the least absolute deviation regression estimator. Rather than minimising the sum 

of squares of the residuals, this estimator minimizes the sum of absolute deviations of the 

residuals. As the OLS estimator minimises the sum of the squared residuals, any outlying 

observation will get a large weight, and the greater the outlier, the greater the weight put on 

this observation. In contrast, the median regression estimator minimises the sum of the 

absolute errors, putting an equal weight on each observation. However, the caveat of this 

estimator is that it protects only against vertical outliers, but not against bad leverage points.  

An alternative class of robust estimators builds on the idea of using loss functions other than 

the OLS square and absolute deviation (median regression) estimator. This idea was initially 

advocated by Huber (1964) who proposed the M estimator. The latest evolution of the 

approach is the MM estimator proposed by Yohai (1987). The advantage of this estimator is 

that it has both high efficiency if the underlying distribution is Gaussian and a high breakdown 
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point of 50%, meaning that this estimator resists contamination if outliers comprise up to 50% 

of observations in the sample. Furthermore, this estimator is robust to all three types of 

outliers: vertical outliers, good leverage points and bad leverage points. However, when 

dummy variables are present in the specification, Verardi and Croux (2008) recommend the 

MS-estimator of Maronna and Yohai (2000). We use the MM-estimator for the specifications 

without dummy variables and rely on the MS-estimator where dummy variables are present in 

the regression specification. 

The results showing the statistical significance of a central bank affiliation on the estimate of 

the output effect of QE are shown in table 1 and for the inflation effect in table 2. We can see 

that, using OLS regression central bank affiliation has a significant effect except when both 

country fixed effects and controls are used when explaining the impact on output. The use of 

OLS invariably leads to a value of the Jarque-Bera statistic which points to a major departure 

from normality. While this might not matter in a large sample, it raises the risk that the 

estimated coefficients are affected by outliers.  

When we use either median regression or MM/MS regression we do not find statistically 

significant results. This highlights the risk that the OLS findings may be an artefact of the 

distribution of the estimates of the different researchers rather than a robust statistical 

finding. However, more research on this topic is clearly still required to understand whether 

that is the case or not. 
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Table 1 

Effects of researcher affiliation on QE output effect – OLS vs robust regression approach 

 Peak Effect Cumulative Effect 

                                                      (1) (2) (3) (1) (2) (3) 

Panel B Dependent Variable: Standardised Effect  

CB Affiliation 0.164* 0.162* 0.152 0.140* 0.127* 0.122 

(OLS regressions) [0.0200

] 

[0.0160] [0.0594] [0.0341] [0.0363] [0.0977] 

CB Affiliation 0.0624 0.0360 0.0408 0.0619 0.0605 0.0302 

(Median regressions) [0.316] [0.565] [0.592] [0.182] [0.112] [0.502] 

CB Affiliation 0.0184 0.0159 -4.52e-05 0.0152 0.0299 0.0268 

(MM/MS 

regressions) 

[0.660] [0.838] [1.000] [0.541] [0.438] [0.689] 

       

Jarque-Bera 207.4* 214.2* 169.9* 595.8* 558.7* 461.5* 

(OLS regressions)       

Country FE  X X  X X 

Controls   X   X 

Note: The panel shows results which are standardised to a 1% rise in QE (as a share of GDP). Standard errors are 

clustered at the paper-level where possible, while p-values are obtained with 10,000 replications of the pairs cluster 

bootstrap. Specification (1) includes the CB Affiliation and constant only. Specification (2) adds country (EA,UK,US) 

fixed effects to specification (1). Specification (3) adds control variables to specification (2). Control variables 

include the number of authors and the log of three plus average author experience. The Jarque-Bera, Skew and 

Kurtosis statistics are all calculated based on the residuals of a single OLS model estimate with standard errors 

clustered at the paper-level. P-values reported in []. * indicates significance at a 5% level.  The 5% significance level 

for the Jarque-Bera statistic is 5.99. 
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Table 2 

Effects of researcher affiliation on QE inflation effect – OLS vs robust regression approach 

 Peak Effect  Cumulative Effect 

 (1) (2) (3) (1) (2) (3) 

Dependent variable: Standardised Effect 

CB Affiliation 0.195* 0.226* 0.200* 0.203* 0.218* 0.189* 

(OLS regressions) [0.0093] [0.0075] [0.0104] [0.0240] [0.0226] [0.0276] 

CB Affiliation 0.102 0.126 0.0685 0.111 0.0793 0.0749 

(Median regressions) [0.100] [0.106] [0.380] [0.0335] [0.132] [0.156] 

CB Affiliation 

0.1150.3390.2890.2

81(MM/MS 

regressions)CB 

Affiliation 

0.0638 0.0497 0.0439 0.0525 0.0334 0.0638 

(MM/MS 

regressions) 

[0.161] [0.551] [0.716] [0.216] [0.581] [0.469] 

       

Jarque-Bera 603.4* 446.4* 401.3* 570.9* 404.7* 333.9* 

(OLS regressions)       

Country FE  X X  X X 

Controls   X   X 

Note: The panel shows results which are standardised to a 1% rise in QE (as a share of GDP). Standard errors are 

clustered at the paper-level where possible, while p-values are obtained with 10,000 replications of the pairs cluster 

bootstrap. Specification (1) includes the CB Affiliation and constant only. Specification (2) adds country (EA,UK,US) 

fixed effects to specification (1). Specification (3) adds control variables to specification (2). Control variables 

include the number of authors and the log of three plus average author experience. The Jarque-Bera, Skew and 

Kurtosis statistics are all calculated based on the residuals of a single OLS model estimate with standard errors 

clustered at the paper-level. P-values reported in [] and * indicates significance at a 5% level. The 5% significance 

level for the Jarque-Bera statistic is 5.99. 
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